Dear reader,

This is with pleasure that I introduce the first bi-annual ECE e-newsletter to share our most recent news and accomplishments.

Best regards,

Clem Karl
Chair, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Boston University

Industry News

$13M Wins in Infringement Suit
Prof. & Moustakas wins a patent case regarding a blue LED patent. Full Story.

$10M Grant to Engineer Cells
NSF grant allows Prof. Densmore & Assistant Research Prof. Bhatia to "program biology" and democratize the synthetic biology process. Full Story.

Industry Partners Join the MOC
Prof. Krieger, project lead of the Massachusetts Open Cloud (MOC), rallies industry partners to create the first Open Cloud eXchange. Full Story.

Faculty News

Elevated to IEEE Fellow
Prof. Horenstein earns IEEE Fellow rank for contributions to the modeling and measurements of electrostatics in industrial processes. Full Story.

Faculty Moving the Industry Forward
Prof. & Giles is a U.S. supercomputing policy maker, STEM diversity advocate, and contributing to a $864M NSF cooperative agreement. Full Story.

Notable New Faculty
Prof. Kulis received the first Jever Levine Career Development Professor. Kulis joined ECE in Sept. 2015. Full Story.

Student News

Student Wins ACM Competition
PhD student Onur Sahin won 1st prize at the ACM SIGDA Student Research Competition in design automation. Full Story.

Three IEEE PES Scholarships
Z. Lasiuk, N. Michener & A. Vyas received the scholarship. Full Story.

Spring 2016 Events

ECE Day
- 2015 Teams
- Coverage

ACM Great Lakes Symposium on UGSi co-hosted by ECE, General Chair: Prof. Coskun. Website

A Successful Year!
Click to review top stories.

Do you have a story idea? Contact us!
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